
Dr. Seuss's Surrealism and Legacy 

Josh discussed the life and work of Dr. Seuss, focusing on his unique take 

on surrealism. He shared that Theodore Seuss Geisel, better known as Dr. 

Seuss, was born in 1904 and attended Dartmouth College and Lincoln 

College in Oxford. Josh highlighted that Dr. Seuss's career began as an 

illustrator for Life and Vanity Fair before shifting towards children's literature 

with the publication of his first children's book in 1937. He also mentioned 

that Dr. Seuss served in the military during World War II and later helped 

found Beginner Books to assist children in learning to read. Josh further 

explained surrealism and how Dr. Seuss incorporated this movement into 

his work through his characters, architecture, and use of words. He 

concluded by suggesting ways to incorporate these elements into their own 

projects. A Q&A session followed, addressing questions about Josh's 

favorite book and his academic degrees. 

Arnie Jacobson's Modern Design Legacy 

Abigail  presented a detailed overview of Arne Jacobson, a renowned 

Danish architect and designer. She discussed his notable works such as 

the House of the Future and the Bellevue Theatre, emphasizing his focus 

on functionality and modern design. Abigail also highlighted Jacobson's 

contributions to chair design, particularly the Swan chair, Egg chair, and 

Series 7 chair. She noted the wide use and variations of these chairs, 

including recent redesigns by various companies. The discussion 

concluded with a question and answer session about the history and 

technology behind the formation of plywood used in Jacobson's chair 

designs. 

Team Activity and Critique Process Discussion 

Jean introduced a group activity to encourage team members to discuss 

their projects and current challenges, facilitating mutual support and 

encouragement. Subsequently, Jean outlined a critique process that would 

allow students to give constructive feedback without causing offense. The 

process involved a 7-minute presentation by the author, mirroring the 

content of their written report, with suggestions for the use of multimedia 

such as time-lapse videos to enhance their presentations. 
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Critique Facilitation Process Explained 

Jean explained the process of critique facilitation in a seminar setting. She 

emphasized the importance of statements of meaning, which should be 

honest and specific, highlighting a strength of the work. Jean also detailed 

the process of asking questions, encouraging specificity to gather more 

constructive feedback. She suggested asking neutral questions without 

embedding one's own opinion. Finally, Jean mentioned that facilitators 

should lead the process through the four steps and, if no neutral question is 

posed, play the role of the session chair. She also recommended that 

everyone read the suggestions for the roles of the artist, responder, and 

facilitator, available on their website. 

Architecture and James Bond: A Conversation 

Jean initiated a conversation about the international movement in 

architecture, highlighting its key features such as thin vertical and long 

horizontal lines, unadorned flat planes, and 90-degree straight lines. Jean 

shared examples of modernist houses in Boulder and his own 

neighborhood, drawing parallels to the architecture of villains in James 

Bond movies. Peter contributed by mentioning the Flintstone House in the 

Bay Area, which Jean agreed to look into. 

International Furniture Design Discussion 

Jean led a discussion about international furniture design, specifically 

focusing on the works of Jacobsen and Corbusier. Participants shared their 

experiences with the furniture, noting both comfort and potential issues. 

Jean also communicated upcoming plans for the following Monday, where 

they would convene on Zoom instead of in person, with Jean and other 

team members monitoring various Zoom Rooms throughout the day to 

ensure smooth operations. Jean emphasized the importance of joining the 

Slack channel for their pod and communicating with their pod facilitators. 
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